
HINDUISM



INTRODUCTION

• Hinduism originates in northern India , the name originates from the 
river Indus . This is the third most popular religion , this was the 
oldest religion existing . It was really old !   



DIWALI

• Diwali is a 5 day festival of lights , celebrated by millions of Hindus , 
Sikhs , Jains across the world . Diwali ,  is a festival of new beginning 
and the triumph light over darkness .



RANGOLI PATTERNS

• Rangoli patterns is done at the entrance of the households , temples 
[mandirs] or any place inviting guests . This attracts the God Lakshmi [ 
The God of wealth and fortune] to bless us with fortune .



These are examples



Puja

• Puja or pooja is a worship ritual performed by Hindus to offer 
devotional respect and prayer to one or more deities, to host and 
honour a guest, or to spiritually celebrate an event. It may honour or 
celebrate the presence of special guest, or their memories after they 
die. 



What does a puja contain ?

• The items include a bell, a pot of water, a diva lamp, an incense 
burner, a pot of kum kum powder, and a spoon. Puja involves offering 
light, incense, flowers and food to the deities (the gods). During Puja 
the worshippers will chant mantras, which are prayers and verses 
from the Hindu holy books.



• Three of the most significant forms of Brahman are Brahma , Shiva 
and Vishnu . These three gods are key aspects of Brahman. The word 
'trimurti' means 'three forms'. In the trimurti, Brahma is the creator, 
Vishnu is the preserver and Shiva is the destroyer.

Trimurti



• Brahma has four heads and it is 
believed that from these heads came 
the four Vedas (the Brahma is the first 
god in the Hindu triumvirate, or 
trimurti. The triumvirate consists of 
three gods who are responsible for the 
creation, upkeep and destruction of 
the world. The other two gods are 
Vishnu and Shiva. Vishnu is the 
preserver of the universe, while Shiva's 
role is to destroy it in order to re-
create. 

Brahama



Vishnu

• Known as the preserver, Vishnu is one of three supreme Hindu 
deities, along with Brahma and Shiva. Vishnu's role is to protect 
humans and to restore order to the world. His presence is found in 
every object and force in creation, and some Hindus recognize him as 
the divine being from which all things come.  



Shiva

Shiva , Shiva is one of the 
third God in the Hindu 
trimurti. He is the God of 
destruction so Brahma can 
recreate the world . Shiva 
has 3 eyes but he rarely 
show his third eye. This is 
because only when he gets 
furious he kills with his 
third eye . He has killed his 
own wife [Parvati] for 
messing about with him! 



The festival of lights

• Diwali is a festival of lights and one of the major festivals celebrated 
by Hindus, Jains and Sikhs. The festival usually lasts five days and is 
celebrated during the Hindu lunisolar month Kartika.  
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